Draft Resolution: PA III/B
COUNCIL: Council on Palestinian Affairs
TOPIC: Creating contingency plans to protect against the unjust imprisonment of Palestinians.

SPONSORS:

Condemns the egregious human rights violations of Israel which violate international and humanitarian laws,

Denounces the unjust imprisonment of Palestinians,

Fully Aware of the near 100% conviction rate of Palestinian children incarcerated within occupied territories in military courts by Israel, and

Disturbed by the traumatized states of prisoners upon their release from these prisons,

Be it hereby resolved that the League of Arab States:

1. Authorizes foreign legal advocates to enter the Palestinian territories during the two hours in which the blockade is open in compliance with the agreements made in conjunction with Egypt in this committee’s past resolution I/B:
   a. Acting as lawyers for Palestinian youth,
   b. Gathering information on illegal Israeli activities and violations of international law, as well as legal loopholes exploited by the state of Israel in order to oppress the Palestinian people,
   c. Advocating for Palestinian rights within the Israeli legal system,
   d. Writing reports to be compiled on said human rights violations,
   e. Maintains that all lawyers crossing into Gaza from Egypt would do so legally and in accordance with Egyptian regulations associated with crossing into the Gaza strip;

2. Approves the creation of a three-step plan created by the Arab League which includes:
   a. A legal advocacy community that is highly familiar with the laws that Israel follows, and is able to comprehensively navigate the ambiguities and inadequacies in Israeli policy within the issue of illegal imprisonment of Palestinians, a community which would include established individuals in areas of law,
   b. The creation of mental health facilities for the purpose of addressing the mental issues and intergenerational trauma inflicted upon Palestinian prisoners,
c. The creation of a program with the goal of aiding former Palestinian prisoners in assimilating back into normal day to day life; and

3. **Designates** a fund with the sole concern of funding mental health institutions/initiatives for Palestinian prisoners which will be funded with a measurable amount by Tunisia.

Signatories: Egypt